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>quiz

1.What are students expected to be able to say at CEFR level 

B1?

2.About how many words do they know and how long do they 

need to have studied?

3.How are students assessed?

4. Is there any difference between PET and PET for schools?

5.Are you students assessed as a pair or individually?





>what can a B1 learner do?
Successful candidates should be able to communicate 
satisfactorily in most everyday situations with both 
native and non-native speakers of English.
PET Teacher’s handbook













Source: Cambridge English: Preliminary for Schools Speaking: Sample test with examiner’s comments
(Cambridge English)











>A2, B1 or B2? 
Decide at what level the following observations were made 
on exam candidates during their speaking task.



1.  “...lacks the linguistic repertoire for sustained language.” 

2.  “...uses some basic structures.” 

3.  “...can make himself understood in short utterances.”

4.  “...frequent non impeding errors throughout.”

5.  “...a relatively high degree of grammatical control.”



1.  “...lacks the linguistic repertoire for sustained language.” (B1)

2.  “...uses some basic structures.” (A2)

3.  “...can make himself understood in short utterances (A2)

4.  “...frequent non impeding errors throughout.” (B1)

5.  “...a relatively high degree of grammatical control.” (B2)



6.  “...uses simple connectors.” 

7.  “...some hesitation but no long pauses.”

8.  “...able to string phrases and sentences together but with frequent 

pausing.”

9.  “...able to express himself without much obvious searching for 

words.”

10. “...generally makes himself understood.”



6.  “...uses simple connectors.” (B1)

7.  “...some hesitation but no long pauses.” (B2)

8.  “...able to string phrases and sentences together but with frequent 

pausing.” (B1)

9.  “...able to express himself without much obvious searching for 

words.” (B2)

10. “...generally makes himself understood.” (A2)



11. “...interacts confidently on a range of topics.”

12. “...keeps going and produces quite extended 

contributions.”

13. “...the lack of range of structures is very evident.”

14. “...can exchange information on familiar topics using 

simple phrases.” 

15. “...meaning is always clear despite frequent errors.”



11. “...interacts confidently on a range of topics.” (B2)

12. “...keeps going and produces quite extended 

contributions.” (B2)

13. “...the lack of range of structures is very evident.” (A2)

14. “...can exchange information on familiar topics using 

simple phrases.” (A2)

15. “...meaning is always clear despite frequent errors.” (B1)







>succeeding at part 1
Stronger candidates extended their responses to the more 
open-ended questions with details that backed up their 
answers. Weaker candidates tended to give one-word or 
two-word answers to all questions and failed to develop 
their answers, or required additional prompts from the 
interlocutor.



>ideas for teaching
- students own questions 
- question dictation
- scaffolding development
- recording introductions and modeling
- development noughts and crosses



>student’s own questions
- students keep a series of questions in their 
books for use as a warmer.
- task: come up with 10 part 1 questions. 



>question dictation
- during warmer or chat stage, students take 
note down teacher’s questions and then build 
their own conversations.



>scaffolding development
T – ‘Do you like watching TV?’
S – Yes.
T – Yes, I…
S – Yes, I do.
T – Yes, I do.  I really like…
S – I really like programs of sport
T – I really like sports program because they are…

*After this process do you think asking the question again is a good idea?
Have you noticed how errors are corrected?



>scaffolding development
T – ‘Do you like watching TV?’
S – Yes.
T – Yes, I…
S – Yes, I do.
T – Yes, I do.  I really like…
S – I really like programs of sport
T – I really like sports program because they are…

*After this process do you think asking the question again is a good idea?
Have you noticed how errors are corrected?



>recording introductions
Hello, my name's Chris.  My surname is kellett - k - e - double l- e -
double t.
I'm from Manchester originally but I live in Spain erm
I'm not a student, I work.  I work as a teacher erm in Spain
I've been studying English for - well- 28 years
I'd really like to visit Italy.  In fact, I'm going to a wedding there in the 
summer there because my friend is getting married.
and in the evening - well- I like to watch TV, relax, play the guitar, 
disconnect.



>recording introductions
- get students to record themselves
- record your B2 students doing the same task
- analyse these models and get students to notice things about 
them.  

Some things to focus on might include:
- discourse markers, tenses, short answers, intonation, where 
pauses occur, ways of biding time, ways of explaining unknown 
words etc.



>development noughts and crosses



>intensifier noughts and crosses

very

fairly

so

ratherquite

extremely

a bit absolutely

really



>succeeding at part 2
Candidates who performed well in this part listened carefully 
to the interlocutor’s instructions, thought about the task and 
its context, and interacted meaningfully with their partner to 
reach a conclusion or decision.



>succeeding at part 4
Candidates who performed well in this part of the test 
listened carefully to the instructions and understood that 
they should talk together with their partner. Strong 
candidates not only gave their own views, but also elicited 
those of their partner and responded to what their partner 
said.



>ideas for teaching
- ICQs
- own material
- dialogues
- disappearing dialogues
- flowcharts
- ‘interactive feedback’
- conversational tennis
- information share



>ICQs
I’m going to describe a situation to you.

A boy is studying for the PET exam.  His teacher wants to 
give him some advice.  Talk together about the different 
advice they could give and decide which would be best.

>What ICQs would you ask?



>own material
talk about the different advice and say which would be best



*choose a topic and plan a Speaking part 2 task.



>dialogues
-complete the dialogue with a partner and then practice it.

A - _________I start?
B – Please, ____ ahead.
A – Well, I don’t think that _________ really nervous is a good idea.  
B – No, me ___________.    If you get nervous, you ______ pass.
A – I agree.  It’s the worst thing.  What _____ the next picture?  
What _____ you see?



>dialogues
-complete the dialogue with a partner and then practice it.

A – Shall I start?
B – Please, go ahead.
A – Well, I don’t think that getting really nervous is a good idea.  
B – No, me neither.    If you get nervous, you won’t pass.
A – I agree.  It’s the worst thing.  What about the next picture?  
What do you see?



>disappearing dialogues
-continue rehearsing the dialogue.

A - _________I start?
B – Please, ____ ahead.
A – Well, I don’t think that _________ really nervous is a good idea.  
B – No, me ___________.    If you get nervous, you ______ pass.
A – I agree.  It’s the worst thing.  What _____ the next picture?  
What _____ you see?



>disappearing dialogues
-continue rehearsing the dialogue.

A - _________I start?
B – Please, ____ ahead.
A – Well, I don’t think that _________ really nervous is a good idea.  
B – No, me ___________.    If you get nervous, you ______ pass.
A – I agree.  It’s the worst thing.  What _____ the next picture?  
What _____ you see?



>disappearing dialogues
-continue rehearsing the dialogue.

A - _________I start?
B – Please, ____ ahead.
A – Well, I don’t think that _________ really nervous is a good idea.  
B – No, me ___________.    If you get nervous, you ______ pass.
A – I agree.  It’s the worst thing.  What _____ the next picture?  
What _____ you see?



>disappearing dialogues
-Now can you remember it?



>flowcharts

A offers to initiate

B accepts

A gives an opinion

B. agrees and develops

A. agrees, adds and asks another question.



>flowcharts

A offers to initiate

B accepts

A gives an opinion

B. agrees and develops

A. agrees, adds and asks another question.



>interactive feedback
(A class has just finished a listening practice)
T – Now I’d like you to compare your answers together.  We are going to 
practice interaction, turn taking and justifying our ideas for the exam.  
Speak together.
S1 – Shall I start?
S2 – OK.
S1 – I think the first is A.  
T – the first one is A.
S1 – I think the first one is A.
S2 – I agree.  She said that…



>conversational tennis
Use example dialogues to highlight the following 3 features of discourse:

- that it’s conversationally helpful to provide 2 pieces of information for 
every one question asked.

- that interested conversationalists respond to answers with a show of 
interest

- that it’s helpful to return a question without another one.

Source: How to Teach Speaking, Thornbury.



>succeeding at part 3
Strong candidates spoke for the full time allotted and talked 
about the people and activities in the foreground (their 
clothes, what they are doing, the objects in view, etc.), as 
well as commenting on the overall context (the location, 
etc.). Strong candidates were able to deal with unknown 
items of vocabulary by using paraphrase strategies, such as 
providing a fuller description of objects and activities when 
they were unsure of the specific word to use. 



>ideas for teaching part 3
- paraphrasing
- scripts 
- find the differences
-own material/students’ material
- recording monologues







>question script
What kinds of questions would be useful for students to be answering?

1.  Where are they?
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.



>question script
What kinds of questions would be useful for students to be answering?

1.  Where are they?
2.  What do they look like?
3.  What are they wearing?
4. What are they doing?
5. How are they feeling?
6. How do you feel about this?
7.  What day/time of year is it?











PET 2012

Pass with distinction

Pass with merit

Pass

Level A2

Fail



PET 2012

Pass with distinction

Pass with merit

Pass

Level A2

Fail



PET 2012

Pass with distinction 2.5%

Pass with merit 9.2%

Pass 54.9% (as high as 80% prev.)

Level A2 32.8%

Fail 0.6%



>references
- How to Teach Speaking, Scott Thornbury

- Cambridge Exam Report 2011 (teachers.cambridgeesol.org)

- Examples of Speaking Performance at CEFR levels A2 to C2 (cambridgeenglish.org) 

>upcoming sessions
- Common Mistakes at FCE (Friday 21st February 2014, Sean Arnett)

- Teaching FCE Writing (Friday 28th February 2014, Chris Kellett)


